
EPM15839 Annual Report and statement of Expenditure report ending 2013

Exploration Permit 15839 granted over 20 sub-blocks.
 
Exploration work was carried out by myself and partners between 31st may 2012 and 20th May 
2013.
Due to current global market conditions effecting pricing and opal sales , as well as extreme 
summer temperatures we have been forced to down scale exploration to areas easily accessible .

All Sub-blocks  have had Ariel Survey and some show potential for opal bearing ground. 
Approx 200 hours of surveying by ground methods for prospective sites and access routes was 
undertaken ,by a team of 3 people.

Access to all sub-blocks has been by foot or motorbike as machines were not accessible in most 
places of interest , effected by dense scrub and native forest , undergrowth , steep creek crossings .

Approx 200 man hours and $5000 was spent on helicopter hire ,vehicle , fuel , camp ,data , travel , 
breakdowns , repairs , food and camp sundries. 

Exploration Activities

Exploration done by myself and partners by riding and walking .
One area shows potential with further investigation required. Some traces of opal were discovered 
where there is evidence of surface trace and sandstone levels carrying common opal indications.

More investigation of the one area is required to test its commercial viability. It is our intention to 
peg a mining lease in the near future if commercial deposits are discovered by further testing .

Surrounding area on Northern Parts requires further investigation but have access difficulties.

It was intended to carry out more exploration work but extreme summer conditions have hampered 
progress .

It is intended to carry out more investigation activities on hard to access area in the North of the 
EPM ,Weather , dense scrub and topography have hampered hand prospecting this area by ground 
vehicle.

Further walking of area may indicate some sub-blocks may not require further investigation and 
will be relinquished.

It is estimated to spend a minimum of $1000 per sub-block in the initial prospecting stage.

No ground was disturbed with machinery and only hand samples were collected  ,with prospecting 
done via by helicopter , motorbikes , walking and remote sensing .

Machinery and equipment 

Toyota landcruiser 
2 motorbikes
Quad bike 
GPS and Computer Mapping



mobile Camp gear
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